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A higher protein diet for 48 hours can create a negative
energy balance
 Tags: Thermogenesis, Protein
 Study under review: High Compared With Moderate Protein Intake Reduces Adaptive
Thermogenesis and Induces a Negative Energy Balance During Long-term Weight-Loss
Maintenance in Participants With Prediabetes in the Postobese State: A PREVIEW Study
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: Does increasing the
protein:carbohydrate ratio of a diet reduce adaptive thermogenesis
and maintain energy balance during weight maintenance in people
with obesity and prediabetes?
• Who this study applies to: People who used to have obesity and
prediabetes but have successfully lost weight and are in the
process of keeping it off.
• What the intervention was: Swapping 10% of calories coming
from carbs for protein.
• What the main takeaway is: Swapping carbs for protein increased
caused a negative energy balance of around 120 kcal per day
even though there was no significant difference in energy intake.
• Caveats: This was a short-term study lasting only 48 hours. There
is room for more research looking at long-term implications. Also
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the participants tended to be older than 60, so whether this
research translates well to younger populations is open to
question.

What was the question?
Does increasing the protein:carbohydrate ratio of a diet reduce adaptive thermogenesis and
maintain energy balance during weight maintenance in people with obesity and prediabetes?

Why was the question worth asking?
Long term weight maintenance, especially in people with obesity, is very difficult[1] since weight is
often regained over time, as shown in Figure 1.
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Weight regain can be due to several factors. One of those factors is adaptive thermogenesis, also
known as metabolic adaptation. “Adaptive” means changing in response to something, and
“thermogenesis” is heat the body produces. Thus, “adaptive thermogenesis” is a change in heat
production, in this case due to losing weight. Adaptive thermogenesis is important because it leads
to a reduction in energy expenditure greater than what is expected due to changes in bodyweight,
since more weight requires more calories. Some evidence suggests that for more than 10% weight
loss there is a 20-25% decline in total energy expenditure[2], with adaptive thermogenesis
accounting for 10-15% of that decline. This means that you would need a lower calorie intake to
maintain the same bodyweight as someone who did not lose weight if everything else is equal
(e.g., size, muscle, training, etc.), as depicted in Figure 2. These effects can last several years and
were recently highlighted in a study of contestants in “The Biggest Loser”.[3]
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Identifying a macronutrient ratio that can offset or minimize the effects of adaptive thermogenesis
could help people maintain their bodyweight after weight loss. This would prevent the need for an
additional, even more restrictive diet. In addition, it would improve long term health, compared to
weight regain. Furthermore, changing the protein:carbohydrate ratio by about 10%, as done in this
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study, may be more feasible than other dietary or lifestyle changes like increasing physical activity
or maintaining a low calorie intake to compensate for adaptive thermogenesis.

The energy people burn tends to decrease when weight is lost, making it
harder to maintain the loss. Small changes in diet macronutrient
compositions may be a relatively easy way to help dieters maintain their
weight.

How was the question answered?
This study was part of a larger randomized controlled trial[4] called the PREVIEW study. Its aim
was to identify lifestyle interventions to prevent the development of type 2 diabetes in people with
obesity and prediabetes. The overarching study consisted of eight weeks of a weight loss program
using a low energy diet, followed by weight maintenance for 34 months consisting of moderate to
high intensity physical activity coupled with one of two types of diets. The first diet was a moderate
protein and moderate glycemic index diet, and the other was a high protein and low glycemic index
diet. The study under review was completed on a subset of participants near the end of this weight
maintenance period. This study was not preregistered, although the parent clinical trial was. There
was also no power calculation for the primary outcomes, which were differences in components of
energy expenditure, substrate oxidation, and adaptive thermogenesis between the two groups.
A total of 38 participants from the PREVIEW study were recruited to stay in a respiration chamber
for 48 hours. These participants were, on average, in their mid-60s, had an average BMI of about
29, and lost 11 kilograms (24 pounds) over the course of the main study. During the 48 hour
testing period the participants had fixed bedtimes, were not allowed to exercise, and were offered
standardized meals that were the same as what they consumed in the parent PREVIEW trial; the
high protein group ate a diet consisting of 25% protein, 45% carbohydrate, and 30% fat while the
moderate protein group ate a diet consisting of 15% protein, 55% carbohydrate, and 30% fat.
However, in the parent trial, both diets were consumed freely (ad libitum); the participants were
simply asked to remain weight stable, and were instructed in methods to keep macros roughly
near their targets. In contrast, the metabolic chamber meals were more strictly controlled; meals
were served at the same time each day, were consumed within 30 minutes, and the diet was
designed to be isocaloric. Total energy expenditure was measured in the metabolic chamber and
included three separate components: sleeping metabolic rate, diet-induced energy expenditure,
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and activity-induced energy expenditure. The relative contributions of these three components in
both groups are shown in Figure 3.

To determine if adaptive thermogenesis occured, resting energy expenditure was predicted using
the Weir[5] equation and multiplied by a physical activity level of 1.35 for each participant, which is
equal to being sedentary with no opportunity of moving around. The predictive number was then
compared to the data from the respiration chamber to determine if adaptive thermogenesis
occurred for each participant in the study. Energy balance was also measured.

People who previously had obesity and prediabetes who successfully
lost weight were placed into a respiration chamber for 48 hours and total
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energy expenditure was measured. The participants were randomized to
one of two diets: a higher protein diet (25% protein, 45% carbohydrate,
and 30% fat) and a moderate protein diet (15% protein, 55%
carbohydrate, and 30% fat).

What was the answer?
The authors found that the higher protein group had greater resting energy expenditure than the
moderate protein group. When the authors compared the energy expenditure to the predicted
energy expenditure, they found that the moderate protein group was lower than expected. This
can be explained by adaptive thermogenesis in the moderate protein group, meaning their
metabolic rate decreased. The authors also found that energy balance and adaptive
thermogenesis were strongly correlated, so that those with higher adaptive thermogenesis had a
higher energy balance.
An interesting finding is the higher protein diet (25% protein / 45% carbohydrate / 30% fat) caused
a negative energy balance of 120kcal per day (0.5 MJ) compared to the moderate protein diet
(15% protein, 55% carbohydrate, 30% fat) even though there was no significant difference in
energy intake between the groups, with the moderate protein group consuming 2,221 kcal and the
high protein group consuming 2,245 kcal during their time in the respiration chamber. While the
participants were only in the respiration chamber for 48 hours, these results mean that the higher
protein diet could lead to weight loss over the long term, since the participants were in a negative
energy balance.

People on the higher protein diet had a negative energy balance of
around 120 kcal per day compared to those on the moderate protein diet.

How much should you trust the answer?
This study fits well with previous studies that found higher levels of protein (1.2 grams per kilogram
of bodyweight) are necessary for preserving energy expenditure[6]. It also supports previous
results indicating energy expenditure is lower[7] post-diet even when adjusted for fat mass and fatfree mass. Since the study only lasted 48 hours, it’s important to interpret the data carefully
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because it’s not known if the negative energy balance in the higher protein diet would persist
across longer periods.
From a mechanistic perspective, adaptive thermogenesis could be due to a reduction in leptin
levels[8], which cause a reduction in the sympathetic nervous system, a reduction in thyroid
hormone activity, and greater muscular efficiency[9]. Another possible mechanism is an increase in
uncoupling proteins[10][11], though these have yet to be studied directly in humans.
The study has limitations that increase the uncertainty of its conclusions. The study does not
indicate how participants were selected from the parent randomized clinical trial. This substudy
was also not preregistered and it’s unknown if it was sufficiently powered to find differences in the
primary outcomes, which are all important internal validity concerns. From an external validity
perspective, the participants in the study were older adults (about 65 years old) so it’s difficult to
determine if this data translates to younger adults or other populations, since there are currently
few studies comparing adaptive thermogenesis across different ages.
On a lesser note, it would have been beneficial to include the ambient temperature of the
respiratory chamber to help inform whether the results are applicable to standard living ranges. It’s
also unclear if these changes would occur with normal physical activity, since these participants
were confined to a small room (150 square feet), or if there would have been some compensatory
differences in activity levels between diets. We can calculate the values for each macronutrient,
since we know the energy intake of participants and the macronutrient ratios. The higher protein
group consumed 84 grams of protein, 305 grams of carbohydrates, and 74 grams of fat. The
moderate protein group consumed 140 grams of protein, 252 grams of carbohydrates, and 74
grams of fat. From there, we can divide by the bodyweights to find that higher protein intake group
ate 1.64 grams of protein per kilogram of bodyweight per day, while the moderate protein group
ate 1.03 grams per kilogram per day. This shows a wide range of protein intake between the two
groups, so it’s unknown if there is a threshold at which protein intake can prevent adaptive
thermogenesis or if it is due to an increase over time.
One of the biggest concerns is the activity factor used to predict energy expenditure. This study
used 1.35, which is equal to being sedentary. However, these participants were confined to a small
space and may not have reached even this activity level. An incorrect activity level could artificially
inflate the predicted energy expenditure, which could influence the difference between predicted
and actual energy expenditure, hence muddying the true levels of adaptive thermogenesis. Since
the differences between diets would still be of a similar level, it can still be concluded that the
higher protein diet would still lead to higher energy expenditure, though.
Practically, this study indicates that shifting the protein:carbohydrate ratio to be 10% higher in
protein while controlling for everything except the amount of food eaten can offset adaptive
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thermogenesis and potentially result in greater success with weight loss maintenance. High protein
diets can also increase satiety[12]. It is possible that there is a threshold at which a certain protein
intake is necessary to offset adaptive thermogenesis. In the context of previous data[6], it seems to
be between 1.2-1.6 grams of protein of kilogram of bodyweight, but more research is needed to
determine exactly where the threshold might be.

While this research fits in well with findings from other studies, more
evidence is needed concerning long-term implications and applicability to
younger or active populations. There are some methodological limitations
that, while not major, decrease the certainty one should place in these
findings.

What’s the take-home?
The goal of this study was to determine if different protein:carbohydrate ratios of a diet reduces
adaptive thermogenesis and energy balance during weight maintenance in the pre-diabetic,
postobese state. The authors found that a higher protein diet could prevent adaptive
thermogenesis after weight loss. The authors also found that a higher protein diet (25% protein /
45% carbohydrate / 30% fat) caused a negative energy balance of 120kcal per day compared to
the moderate protein diet (15% protein, 55% carbohydrate, 30% fat). While this study did not
account for some very important internal and external validity issues, it indicates there may be a
benefit to consuming a higher protein diet after weight loss to prevent weight gain.

Increase your ratio of reading to discussion over at the private NERD
Facebook forum!

^ Go back to table of contents
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Deep Dive: Does early exposure reduce food allergies
in infants?
 Tags: Infants, Food Allergies
 Study under review: Efficacy of the Enquiring About Tolerance (EAT) Study Among
Infants at High Risk of Developing Food Allergy
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: Do infants at high risk for
food allergy development benefit from being introduced to several
potentially allergenic foods early?
• Who this study applies to: Breastfed three month old infants at
high risk of food allergies.
• What the intervention was: Gradual introduction of six potentially
allergenic foods (cow’s milk yogurt, peanut, hard-boiled egg,
sesame, cod, and wheat) over six weeks concurrent with continued
breastfeeding.
• What the main takeaway is: Adherence was low due to the
complex introduction of several foods, but there’s some evidence
that infants at high risk for food allergies may benefit from early
food introduction.
• Caveats: This study was a secondary analysis of a trial that
originally didn’t just look at high-risk infants, and which didn’t find
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clear evidence for an effect. Since these results stem from
examining subgroups in ways that were not specified in advance,
they should be interpreted with caution.

Introduction
Food allergies are present in roughly 8%[1] of all children in the U.S. As shown in Figure 1, among
those with food allergies, about 40%[1] have a severe food allergy to common foods like peanuts,
milk, or shellfish. Over the last several decades, there has been an increasing interest in reducing
the development of food allergies through exposure therapy during the first year of life[2]. Many
randomized trials have been performed to examine the efficacy of early exposure of potential
allergens in reducing the development of food allergies. Recently, a meta-analysis[3] found that
exposing infants between four and six months of age to eggs and peanuts reduces the risk of
developing an allergy to these foods, with one study[4] showing substantial reductions in allergy
development (from about a 14% prevalence to 2% prevalence).
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Previous studies, such as the LEAP[4] trial, have primarily focused on single allergens (i.e.peanuts)
and were conducted in high-risk infants. The present study was a secondary analysis of a
population-based randomized controlled trial called the EAT[5] trial that was conducted among
average-risk infants who had been exclusively breastfed up to six months of age and were then
exposed to a range of possibly allergenic foods depicted in Figure 2. In the original EAT[5] trial, the
intention-to-treat analysis failed to reach significance, likely due to low adherence. The low
adherence, coupled with the fact that the infants were not high risk, led the investigators to ask
more for focused questions in this study, which is a secondary analysis of the EAT trial. The
primary aim of the study under review was to test the hypothesis that early exposure to potential
food allergens would reduce the risk of childhood food allergies in a higher risk subset of the
original trial.
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Food allergies, which can be fatal, affect roughly 8% of all children.
Exposing infants to allergy causing foods early in life has been shown to
reduce the risk of developing food allergies. The present study was a
secondary analysis of a high-risk population of infants from a randomized
controlled trial examining the effect of early exposure to several different
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potentially allergy-causing proteins on the development of food allergies
later in life.

What was studied?
The study under review was a re-analysis of a randomized trial[6] of the early introduction of
allergenic solids into the diet of infants from three months of age. The original study was
preregistered at ISRCTN and included 1,333 infants. However, the current analysis was not
preregistered. The infants were all considered healthy, were born at term (at least 37 weeks of
age) and were exclusively breast fed. The trial contained two arms: control and early introduction.
The control arm consisted of infants who were breastfed until six months of age and then
introduced to allergenic food after six months, at parental discretion. The early introduction arm
consisted of infants who were breastfed and then sequentially introduced to allergenic foods
(cow’s milk yogurt, peanut, hard-boiled egg, sesame, and cod) in a random order; and introduced
to wheat last.
The hypothesis of the present secondary analysis was that early intervention would reduce the risk
of developing food allergy among infants who were considered to be at high risk based on three
known risk factors for developing food allergies: being of nonwhite[7] ethnicity, infants with visible
eczema[8] at enrollment, and infants who were enrolled with food sensitivities.
Eczema was assessed at enrollment as well as at one and three years of age using the SCORAD
system[9] and utilized as a categorical variable (mild, moderate, or severe), or as a continuous
variable. Sensitization at enrollment was measured by skin prick tests and by measuring IgE levels
in the blood. Skin prick tests were only performed in the early introduction group to minimize any
confounding intervention in the control group. For a refresher on what “intention-to-treat” means,
check out the sidebar in ERD #7’s “Going nuts over infant peanut exposure.”

What is sensitization?
Sensitization is a process by which the immune system will produce one or more antibodies in
response to any substance it considers abnormal, which may include food, medication, or other
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allergens. A positive sensitization test indicates that the body is recognizing a specific allergen as
foreign, and is reacting against it, which is the first step to developing allergies.

The primary outcome of the study was allergy, as assessed by a double-blind challenge, to one or
more of the six early introduction foods. This was assessed by examining the effect of the early
introduction on children based on their eczema, race/ethnicity, or early sensitization. However, only
the analysis based on eczema was prespecified; the rest were performed post hoc.

The present study was a secondary analysis of a general populationbased randomized controlled trial. This secondary analysis examined the
effect of early exposure of allergy causing foods among only high-risk
infants. High-risk infants were identified based on the presence and
severity of eczema, allergen sensitization, and race/ethnicity. The data
were analyzed using an intention-to-treat analysis.

What were the findings?
In the full intention-to-treat analysis in the original EAT study, there was no effect of early
introduction for allergy to any food. There was also no effect on egg allergy or peanut allergy
alone. Adherence in the early introduction arm was exceptionally low, with 45% adherence among
infants with no eczema and 34% among infants with visible eczema. Adherence was lower among
infants with mixed ethnicities (32%) and Asian/black/Chinese (13%) compared to white (44%).
Eczema was present in 24% (317/1302) of the infants that participated in the trial, with 76.3%
(242/317) having mild eczema, and 21% (66/317) and 3% (9/317) having moderate and severe
eczema, respectively. When the analysis was performed among infants with moderate eczema,
the early introduction group had a lower risk of developing one or more food allergies (control:
47%; early introduction: 23%) or an egg allergy (control: 43%; early introduction: 16%). There did
not appear to be an effect among those with mild eczema or severe eczema. When eczema was
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examined as a continuous variable, there was a significant interaction between eczema severity
and egg allergy.
A total of 15.3% (199/1104) of the infants with ethnicity data were nonwhite. Sensitization upon
enrollment was associated with ethnicity; sensitization at enrollment was present in 12.3% of white
participants, 22.9% participants of mixed ethnicity, and 48.6% of black, Asian, or Chinese
participants. Among those who were sensitized at enrollment, the early introduction lowered the
development of any allergy (control: 34%; early introduction:19%) and egg allergy (control: 49%;
early introduction: 20%). However, there was no effect on just a peanut allergy. Also, there was no
effect on allergy in infants on non-white ethnicity.

Adherence to the early introduction was low, with 35-45% adherence
rates. Overall, the early introduction arm did not see a reduction in
allergy to one or more foods, or egg or peanut allergy alone. However,
subgroup analyses found that early introduction reduced the risk of
developing allergies in infants with moderate eczema and among those
who were sensitized at enrollment.

The bigger picture
The present study suggests that there may be some benefit of early exposure for reducing food
allergies among a small population of children who are at elevated risk for developing food
allergies, specifically those with moderate eczema or those who are already sensitized to
allergens. However, another big takeaway from the study is that attempting to implement a
structured exposure intervention at home can be difficult. The adherence to the protocol was
extremely low, which isn’t surprising, given its complexity. Take a look at the sample food
introduction protocol depicted in Figure 3 to get a feel for how complex the EAT intervention was.
The low adherence likely played a large part in the intention-to-treat analysis’ ability to detect
significant results.
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Early introduction protocols with less complexity often have much higher adherence rates. For
instance, compare the EAT trial to the Learning Early About Peanut Allergy (LEAP)[4] trial, which
had a 96% adherence rate and showed a substantial reduction of peanut allergy by early exposure
(14% in the avoidance group; 2% in the consumption group) among children at high risk for peanut
allergy. The discrepancy between these two studies highlights the importance of testing how
interventions play out in the real world, and not just under ideal conditions. The present study
contained a far more complex intervention, with the introduction of several foods in a complex,
controlled manner that may have been hard to follow. This raises the possibility that the EAT trial
intervention could work from a biological perspective, but doesn’t work in practice because it’s
hard to adhere to. In support of this, in the initial analysis[5] of the EAT study, when the analysis
was restricted to as-treated, the early introduction group experienced significant reductions in egg
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and peanut allergy. This implies that adherence is an important component of early exposure
being efficacious in reducing the risk of food allergy among infants.
Food allergies are typically IgE-mediated allergies[10], meaning that the immune response that the
body mounts to a given food is due to the production of certain immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies.
Many of the tests that are used to assess sensitization or allergies are based on IgE levels. The
human immune system develops during childhood, with much of the development occurring in the
first few months of life. While the precise mechanisms of the ability of early exposure to reduce the
risk of developing food allergies are not well understood, it appears that providing allergy-causing
proteins to the young, developing immune system can help “train” the immune system to not
recognize certain food allergies as potentially hazardous intruders. For example, peanut-specific
IgE levels[4] are lower among infants who are exposed to peanuts when compared to infants never
exposed to peanuts.
The study under review does have some limitations that need to be considered when interpreting
these results. First, the original study[5] was not initially designed for these analyses, and the
present study was a secondary subgroup analysis of the data. These types of analyses are less
reliable than prespecified analyses of whole randomized groups, such as the primary outcome of
the original trial. Also, the present study only defined the analysis among children with eczema a
priori,suggesting that the rest of the analysis was exploratory in nature and not prespecified. Last,
the low level of adherence makes it harder to extract reliable information from the data even if the
intervention works well if adhered to perfectly. These limitations hint at the possibility of the
intervention’s higher efficacy in at-risk infants, but these results should be followed up on.
While the evidence is still emerging, the current evidence[11] suggests that introducing food
allergens, especially peanut and egg, to infants older than four months may help lower the risk of
allergy development later in life.

The risk of infants older than four months developing food allergies may
be reduced through early exposure to common allergens. However,
adherence must be high to see the effects at a population level. This
benefit appears to be mediated through the reduction of IgE antibodies
against specific proteins in food, reducing the IgE-mediated immune
response.
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Frequently asked questions
Q. How much of a food should be used for early exposure?
In the present study, the infants were given two grams of protein of a given food. The foods were
to be randomized for each day of the week and given once per week. This serving size (two
grams) was also used in the LEAP study[4] that examined the effect of early exposure to peanuts.
According to the original study[6], two grams of peanut protein is approximately three teaspoons of
peanut butter.
Q. Did the original study find any adverse effects from early exposure?
No. In the original study[5], there were no reported cases of anaphylaxis. Also, breast-feeding
behavior was not affected by the early introduction of potentially allergenic foods, and there was
no effect on infant growth, either.

What should I know?
Food allergies are not uncommon, as they affect almost ten percent of the population. In addition,
the prevalence of food allergies may be increasing[12]. The development of food allergies often
begins during infancy and childhood. There have been many attempts to reduce the risk of food
allergy development over the past several decades. One of the most promising approaches is
exposing infants and young children to small amounts of allergy causing proteins called allergens.
The study under review was a population-based randomized controlled trial that examined the
effect of structured exposure to a panel of allergens in exclusively breastfed infants. The study
found that adherence to such an approach is difficult and that early exposure may not be beneficial
in the context of very low adherence. The study did seem to provide a benefit for infants with
moderate eczema or those who already display a sensitivity. However, these data should be
interpreted with caution and more follow-up work needs to be done.

Expose yourself to discussion about this study over at the NERD
Facebook forum!

^ Go back to table of contents
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Pomegranate’s possible UV-B(enefits)
 Tags: Pomegranate, UV Radiation, Skin Health
 Study under review: Pomegranate Juice and Extract Consumption Increases the
Resistance to UVB-induced Erythema and Changes the Skin Microbiome in Healthy
Women: a Randomized Controlled Trial
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: Can orally ingested
pomegranate juice or extract help skin become more resistant to
ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation?
• Who this study applies to: 30-40 year-old women with Fitzpatrick
skin types ranging from 2-4.
• What the intervention was: One gram of pomegranate extract or
eight ounces of pomegranate juice, or placebo once daily for
twelve weeks.
• What the main takeaway is: Both pomegranate interventions
boosted skin resilience to UV-B light, as measured by the minimum
dose of light needed to cause reddening, by just under 10%.
• Caveats: Significant issues with this study’s preregistration and
study design lower the confidence that can be placed in the
paper’s main conclusion.
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What was the question?
Can orally ingested pomegranate juice or extract help skin become more resistant to ultraviolet-B
(UV-B) radiation?

Why was the question worth asking?
UV radiation is classified according to its wavelength: the higher the wavelength, the less energy it
has, and the less energy it has, the less harmful it is, all other things being equal, since it has less
energy to damage cells. The thing is, all other things are not usually equal.
UV-C has the shortest wavelength of the UV spectrum, at 200-280 nanometers, and so, in theory,
would be the most harmful. However, it’s effectively filtered out by the oxygen in the atmosphere,
creating ozone in the process. Ozone, in turn, can filter out much (but not all) of UV-B (wavelength:
280-320 nanometers) radiation. Due to these atmospheric processes, most of the UV radiation
hitting the ground is from UV-A (90-99%, wavelength: 320-400 nanometers), with UV-B being in
the minority (1-10%). However, while UV-B radiation is the minority of the UV spectrum getting to
our skin, it’s much more potentially carcinogenic[1]. So it makes sense to focus on UV-B when
considering skin damage, although UV-A’s skin-damaging abilities should by no means be ignored
[2].
While asking about an intervention’s ability to make skin more resistant to UV-B radiation makes
some sense, it’s far from obvious why researchers would think that pomegranate would help
protect skin from ultraviolet radiation, and it’s even less obvious why researchers would think
taking it orally, as opposed to applying it topically, would be beneficial. Starting with the first
question: botanical products[3] in general contain lots of phenolic compounds that may hold some
promise for alleviating oxidation, inflammation, and cancer formation, which are all important
processes associated with the negative effects of UV exposure. Pomegranate juice tends to be
pretty rich[4] in these compounds, which lends some theoretical justification for evaluating its ability
to reduce UV damage. This theoretical reason has been borne out to some extent in test tube [5][6]
and animal research[7].
It makes sense to consider oral ingestion of pomegranate products as an application method.
That’s because there is some human evidence that oral ingestion of polyphenol-rich chocolate[8]
and Polypodium leucotomos[9] can protect skin against UV light. However, those experiments
aren’t pomegranate-specific. That said, there is reason to suspect that some metabolites of a
major class of compounds in pomegranate formed in the gut may have some bioactive properties
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once they’re absorbed. These compounds are called ellagitannins. One major type of ellagitannin
found in pomegranates is called punicalagin. Ellagitannins like punicalagin are bioactive in test
tube experiments but don’t get absorbed in the gut. Instead, they get broken down[10] in the small
intestine to ellagic acid, as shown in Figure 1. Some ellagic acid gets absorbed[11], while some
passes on to the large intestine, where it’s metabolized to several types of urolithins, which are
also absorbed[12] and have many possible bioactive properties. While this mechanism provides
theoretical reasons for why metabolites from oral pomegranate product ingestion could ultimately
reach the skin, the proof is in the pudding ... or pomegranate. As it turns out, there’s promising, but
preliminary, evidence in both animals[7] and humans[13] that oral consumption can provide some
degree of photoprotection.

Given that there’s relatively little evidence on the matter, the authors of the study under review
thought it was worth investigating if there’s a practical value to pomegranate products as functional
foods. In addition, since pomegranate extract can affect[14] test tube bacterial growth, the
researchers also decided to determine if there was any discernible effect on the skin microbiome.

UV-B light has strong potential to damage skin. There’s many lines of
evidence that suggest that botanical products rich in polyphenols, like
pomegranate, could help boost the skin’s resilience to UV damage.
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However, how much protection oral ingestion of pomegranate actually
provides hasn’t been well studied.

How was the question answered?
This was a preregistered, three-arm, non-blinded, randomized controlled trial that was designed to
explore pomegranate supplementation’s influence on UV-induced skin damage. The study
recruited 30-40 year-old women in good health who hadn’t used antibiotics or topical steroids for at
least seven days before the study began.
The authors report using a power calculation in order to determine how many women to recruit for
their study based on previous results from a similar study[13]. They ultimately determined that they
needed 20 people per group (60 total), and ultimately included 74 women that had Fitzpatrick skin
types ranging from 2-4, which are depicted in Figure 2 and roughly equate to skin shades ranging
from fair-skinned to moderately dark. The sample was 65% white, 47% ethnically Hispanic, 3%
black, 20% Asian, and 5% biracial (the totals do not add up to 100% in the original paper).

The women were then randomized into three groups, asked to consume either one gram of
pomegranate extract, eight ounces of pomegranate juice, or placebo once daily for twelve weeks.
The juice and extract had equal amounts of polyphenols. They also both had 100 milligrams of
punicalagin A/B. However, the juice contained less ellagic acid (23 milligrams) than the extract (44
milligrams).
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The researchers measured UV-B minimal erythema dose (MED; the minimum amount of UV-B
light to turn a patch of skin red, like a mild sunburn), skin microbiota composition, and melanin
production at baseline and after 12 weeks of supplementation. They also measured whether
participants had a metabolite of a particular urolithin, urolithin A, in their urine.

Women 30-40 years of age with skin shades ranging from fair-skinned to
moderately dark were given either one gram of pomegranate extract,
eight ounces of pomegranate juice, or placebo once daily for twelve
weeks. The researchers measured the minimum dose of UV-B light
needed to redden their skin before and after supplementation, along with
a host of other measurements.

What was the answer?
Pomegranate juice and extract was found to provide some photoprotection, and also had some
possible effects on the skin microbiome. Let’s break this down a bit further, starting with the MED
results.
Both pomegranate juice and extract consumption for 12 weeks boosted the skin’s resilience to UV
light by boosting the MED by 8-9%, a statistically significant amount above that of placebo, which
didn’t change over 12 weeks. While this effect was statistically significant, it was relatively small
when compared to high-flavanol chocolate[8], which doubled MED over 12 weeks. Note that lowflavanol chocolate had no clear protective effects.
The researchers also broke down how the MED changed over 12 weeks in people who produced
urolithin A compared to those who didn’t. They found a barely statistically significant boost in MED
for people who took pomegranate extract and could produce urolithin A. However, there were only
non-significant increases in MED in all other pomegranate groups.
Recall that urolithin A is a metabolite of ellagic acid that gut bacteria make. Since microbiomes
differ between people, some people’s microbiomes can produce urolithin A, and some people’s
can’t[15]. In the sample of women in this study, 74% produced urolithin A, with no difference in
production between participants who took the extract and participants who took the juice.
This raises the interesting possibility that the skin of urolithin A producers would be better
protected from UV. However, it’s just a possibility, since the urolithin A producers who took the
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pomegranate juice(as opposed to the extract) didn’t experience a statistically significant
improvement. It’s possible that the extract finding is a false positive, but it’s also possible that a
future experiment with a larger sample size could reveal a benefit for urolithin A producers who
take both the juice and the extract.
While there was a clear effect on MED, there was not a clear, statistically significant effect on
melanin production. Melanin production matters because it’s the pigment specialized cells called
melanocytes make when exposed to UV light in order to protect the skin from UV damage. An
increase in melanin production means that the cells don’t have enough melanin to block the
amount of UV light that’s coming in, so they start synthesizing more melanin to try to block it. It’s
also correlated with[16] increased melanocyte photoaging.
Finally, pomegranate didn’t clearly change the composition of microbe phyla (a broad level of
classification) or diversity, but the researchers did observe some changes at the more detailed
level of family and genus abundance.

Both pomegranate juice and extract consumption for 12 weeks boosted
the skin’s resilience to UV light by just under 10%. The study also
provided some evidence suggesting that the women’s gut microbiome
makeup could mediate how effective supplementation is, since some
people’s gut microbiome creates possibly bioactive metabolites from
substances found in pomegranate.

How much should you trust the answer?
The result concerning the microbiome should be taken as preliminary. The researchers found no
large scale changes, and while there were some interesting changes in family and genus
abundance, it’s quite possible these could be false positives given the amount of microbial
variables the researchers tested for.
While the main result about pomegranate’s UV-protective effects looks more promising on its face
given the clear, statistically significant result, a closer look raises some reasons to take this result
lightly, as well.
One cause for concern is that the study’s primary outcome changed between preregistration and
publication. The primary outcome in the preregisration was the level of inflammation, and the main
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purpose of the study, as it was originally designed, was to determine how well pomegranate
extract and juice treated this inflammation. However, no inflammatory markers or measurements
were reported in the paper. Instead, the purpose of the research in the paper was shifted to focus
on preventing UV-induced damage, along with effects on the microbiome. No explanation for this
shift was given in the paper.
Another cause for concern is that there’s quite a bit of ambiguity in the power calculation. First, it’s
necessary to figure out what variable the authors were actually focusing on in the calculation. The
stated primary outcome in the paper is MED, while the primary outcome listed in the
preregistration was the change in inflammatory markers. Unfortunately, the authors don’t state
which of these they counted as their primary outcome during the power calculation. Instead, write
that they calculated it for “the primary outcome.” If this refers to the MED, a second problem
arises. Recall that the authors ultimately based their power calculations off of a similar study[13].
However, the study designs and measurements in the study under review and the earlier paper
were different, so it’s unclear what specific results from the earlier paper the authors wound up
using for their power calculation. Third, the authors report assuming a type of statistical test during
their power calculation that doesn’t apply to the design of this study. While this may seem like
nitpicking, these issues add up to a lot of confusion about how well the study was powered.
Due to the unexplained change in primary outcome and the irregularities in the power calculation,
these results should be viewed as interesting, but preliminary.

Some significant study design issues lower the confidence that can be
placed in this study’s main outcome concerning oral pomegranate’s
potential anti-UV effects.

What’s the take-home?
This study suggests that pomegranate juice and extract taken orally for 12 weeks can provide
some mild protection against UV-B radiation and hints that it could also influence the skin’s
microbiome. However, the implication of the modulatory effects on the microbiome are not clear.
More importantly, there are some issues with the preregistration and study design that lower
confidence in the paper’s main conclusion concerning pomegranate’s UV-protective effects.
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Juice up your knowledge by extracting your fellow NERDs’ take on this
study over at the NERD Facebook forum!
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Matt Stranberg, MS, RDN, LDN, CSSD, CSCS is a licensed
registered dietitian nutritionist and certified strength and
conditioning specialist. He is the dietitian and exercise
science advisor for the Walden GOALS program and the
Sports Nutrition and Exercise Science Specialist for Walden
Behavioral Care. Before working at Walden, Matt devoted
the early part of his career to refining the art and science of
training elite collegiate and professional athletes. In graduate
school, he developed expertise in nutrition, behavior change
and eating disorders. Matt now devotes his practice to
translating nutrition and exercise science into practical
solutions. As Walden's Sports Nutrition and Exercise Science
Specialist, Matt is known for his dedication to educating and empowering patients of all
backgrounds to facilitate a full and meaningful recovery from disordered eating and problematic
physical activity. Matt holds a B.S. degree in Kinesiology from the Honors College at The
University of Massachusetts Amherst, a master's degree in Applied Exercise Physiology and
Nutrition from Columbia University and was a dietetic intern at Boston's Brigham and Women's
Hospital.

We've interviewed you before back in ERD 37 where we talked about more general nutrition
questions ranging from the nutritional training of health professionals to your own personal
diet. But we didn't really focus on your main specialty: recovery from disordered eating and
problematic physical activity.
Q. Can you tell us a bit about what led you to specialize in that area and your experience with
regard to it?
Given the specificity of this niche, many people often assume that this was my life’s calling. My
entrance into the field, however, was more so an idea that came to me during the inevitable
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existential crisis many students face upon completing graduate school. Towards the end of my
dietetic internship training program at Brigham and Women's hospital, I began to feel inspired.
During my experiences as a strength and conditioning coach, nutritionist, and counselor, I had
always felt that nutrition, physical activity, and psychology were inherently intertwined. My
experiences in the field, as well as my own personal struggles with disordered eating, eating
disorder behaviors, compulsive exercise and body image issues, further reinforced these links.
Although I was able to recover, during my time as a coach, I observed I was not alone. Many
teams I worked for presented a multitude of similar problems related to mental health. Countless
athletes I encountered were suffering in silence and had nowhere to turn for help. After reflecting
on these experiences, I became determined to start working on solutions to solve this problem.
Based on my skills, research, and years working in the field, I was confident I could collaborate
with other professionals to create a groundbreaking program that offered evidence-based
treatment to an underserved population. The CEO and executive team at Walden Behavioral Care
recognized and embraced this opportunity. With the help of my colleagues, we started the GOALS
program. This ultimately started my journey to further developing my specialty position helping
athletes and non-athletes alike heal their relationship with food, body image, and physical activity.
Now that I have been in this line of work for over 5 years, I feel like this has become an actual lifecalling. I never imagined working in a field that is so rich with learning, challenges and personal
fulfillment while also making a great impact. I am excited to see how this field continues to evolve
over time.
Before we dive into some specifics, it may help to clarify our terms.
Q. What exactly is "disordered" eating and "problematic" physical activity? And do these
manifest differently in athletes and non-athletes?
Before discussing these topics in-depth, it is important to note that the following sections pertain to
the demographics I work with in the United States. Research and experience have shown that the
understanding, cause, treatment, and experience of mental illness cannot be separated from
culture and its related beliefs and expectations. Attempting to generalize these concepts is often
ineffective and possibly iatrogenic. Disorders related to food, body image, and physical activity
operate within these constraints, and I would advise against any attempts to apply these
approaches or ideas to other contexts.
Now that I have provided my disclaimers against the potential dangers of proceeding without
knowledge of these assumptions, I can safely state that there is one observation that remains
consistent throughout my work and can be generalized. Problems involving eating, body image,
and physical activity can impair one's mental, physical, social, and occupational wellbeing to
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varying degrees. These problems do not discriminate and can afflict anyone regardless of age,
race, gender, sexual orientation, sport, socioeconomic class, and so on. Additionally, these
disorders sometimes present as a psychiatric illness, and in other instances they present more as
a maladaptive coping skill. They often also exist with other comorbid conditions such as anxiety
disorders, depression, PTSD, and obsessive-compulsive disorder and frequently influence each
other. Eating disorders, for instance, can be a means to cope with symptoms of depression,
anxiety, and PTSD and/or are further intensified by obsessive-compulsive impulses. Temperament
and personality likewise play a huge role. From my experience, it is rare to meet someone who
struggles with an eating disorder or problematic physical activity in isolation. For the most part, in
the United States, eating disorders are expressed as a combination of psychiatric illness and
maladaptive coping. Irrespective of an official diagnosis or background, distress in these areas are
often why people seek my help.
From a nutritional standpoint, disordered eating and eating disorder behaviors can describe a wide
range of potential conditions that exist on a spectrum of severity. Disordered eating often involves
elements of behaviors, patterns, and mindsets that could potentially become a diagnosable eating
disorder but do not necessarily meet clinical criteria with respect to severity and related
impairment. Examples can include, but are not limited to, rigidity around food selection, distress
related to the thought of eating particular foods or potential weight gain, preoccupation with food,
weight and body image that negatively impacts quality of life, a feeling of loss of control around
food, including compulsive eating habits, as well as using exercise, food restriction, fasting, or
purging to ameliorate distress related to consuming certain types or amounts of food.
The line between disordered eating and eating disorder behaviors can be blurry at times, as an
individual can experience numerous negative side effects without meeting the criteria for an official
eating disorder diagnosis. Another challenging facet of my work involves confronting the reality
that many of the previously mentioned behaviors and mindsets are ingrained into the culture of the
United States and internalized by both patients and medical providers. Given the time constraints
of doctor visits, the dominant weight management paradigm, and lack of education regarding
eating disorders, many providers will encourage restriction and congratulate weight loss under the
assumption it will improve health, without ever inquiring about the patient's methods or intentions
until serious problems begin to occur.
Left unchecked, some manifestations of these behaviors and mindsets might eventually worsen
and meet the DSM-V diagnostic criteria for an eating disorder. Examples might include, but are not
limited to, Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia Nervosa, and Binge Eating Disorder. Most patients I see fall
into a more nebulous category: Other specified feeding or eating disorder (OSFED). This
diagnosis refers to eating disorders that display some of the characteristics of the disorders, but do
not fit the full criteria of these conditions. Overall, these diagnoses can help us understand and
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describe potential archetypal patterns and related treatment models, but it is my job to approach
each patient as a unique individual. The ensuing treatment is tailored to the individual and involves
working to understand their life, help navigate ambivalence, and potentially shift motivation for
change.
With respect to physical activity, the aforementioned guidelines, constraints, and treatment goals
remain. Unlike eating disorders, the DSM-V is yet to develop diagnoses related to problematic
physical activity but there are whisperings that criteria for various behavioral addictions detailing
exercise are being discussed for future editions. Similar to nutrition concerns, it is often difficult for
clinicians and patients alike to discern the difference between therapeutic physical activity and
problematic physical activity. Additionally, pathology in this area can present as a psychiatric
illness, a maladaptive coping skill or a combination of the two. To understand the various possible
pathologies, it is important to first understand the difference between physical activity and
exercise.
Physical activity is any movement involving skeletal muscle and is not necessarily planned,
structured, repetitive, and intended to influence any particular fitness qualities. Examples might
include chores around the house, walking to the store, or enjoying a leisurely bike ride. Exercise,
on the other hand, is a subset of physical activity and typically refers to the systematic
performance or execution of planned physical movements or activities intended to influence
particular fitness qualities. Both physical activity and exercise can be therapeutic when they help
maintain or improve the overall quality of life, and I typically use physical activity to broadly
describe both activities. With respect to clinical application, differentiation between movements is
needed. Over time, these activities can become problematic when they are a manifestation of
psychiatric illness and/or are used as a maladaptive coping skill to manage uncomfortable
thoughts, feelings, emotions, and sensations. When activity or exercise is expressed in this
manner, it typically begins to interfere with overall wellness and wellbeing.
Research and clinician experience indicate that problematic physical activity or exercise typically
develops in four archetypal variations; exercise dependence, compulsive exercise, obligatory
exercise, and excessive exercise. Exercise dependence conceptualizes pathological exercise as a
cluster of cognitive, behavioral, and physiological symptoms, similar to those of substance
dependence disorders. Similar to other substance use or behavioral addictions, exercise
dependence typically involves the following themes: 1) Establishing tolerance, 2) Experiencing
withdrawal 3) Intention Effects (i.e., exercising more or for longer than was intended) 4) Lack of
Control 5) Salience 6) Reduction in Other Activities and 7) Continuance (i.e., persistent exercise
despite negative physical and/or psychological consequences. As with other forms of dependence,
it can vary in intensity and how it affects the patient's life. Although these themes can present in
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eating disorder patients, the research often indicates that compulsive exercise is often more
relevant to eating disorder pathology.
Compulsive exercise is characterized by persistent and excessive exercise, performed to relieve
anxiety or distress associated with perceived negative consequences when abstaining from the
behavior. Unlike dependence, these patterns are compulsive and do not necessarily lead to
reward or pleasure. The nature of the activity often presents with five overall themes: 1) Avoidance
and rule-driven behavior, 2) Weight control exercise, 3) Mood improvement, 4) Lack of exercise
enjoyment, and 5) Exercise rigidity. An important distinction for eating disorder cases compared to
non-eating disorder compulsivity is that starvation can sometimes induce a compulsive
hyperactivity state that is unique to individuals suffering from prolonged caloric restriction. This
phenomenon is commonly observed in malnourished rats, as well as human case studies, such as
the Minnesota Starvation study in 1944. Interestingly enough, prolonged caloric restriction can also
increase OCD symptoms and related psychopathology. Evolutionarily speaking, these
manifestations make sense as famished individuals would most likely benefit from increased
attention directed towards finding and consuming food. Unfortunately, the eating disorder
pathology typically associated with this behavior enhances the obsession with food and
compulsive movement but paradoxically discourages the food intake required to survive. In the
United States, all of these variations of compulsions can sometimes masquerade as dedication,
passion, or a lifestyle choice, but are nonetheless harmful.
In addition to dependence and compulsion, another variation that often flies under the radar are
features that appear obligatory in nature. Obligatory exercise is often characterized by obligatory
attitudes toward exercise which might entail exercising despite physical injury or illness, rigid
exercise patterns, disengaging from social or occupational activities, as well as feelings of guilt or
anxiousness when not exercising. The nature of these behaviors can be especially hard to
recognize for practitioners and patients because they are sometimes interwoven into sport and
fitness culture. This is exemplified by adages like "no pain no gain," or "no days off," and attitudes
that promote the "win at all cost mentality." Due to the high value Western societies typically place
on the capacity to delay gratification and inhibit public displays of destructive emotions and
impulses, problems linked with disorders of over-control and related obligatory behaviors, have
received little attention or are regularly misunderstood. Many of these individuals who engage in
obligatory behaviors are considered highly successful by others, even if they suffer silently and
alone.
Similarly, excessive exercise can also be hard to discern, as what may be excessive for one
individual may be therapeutic for another. To help determine what might be deemed excessive, I
will analyze the patient's allostatic load in relation to their recovery capacity. Although there is no
official consensus regarding criteria, I typically consider exercise to be excessive if a patient is
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regularly exceeding their capacity to recover outside of a planned overreaching phase, as this is
not therapeutic and involves inappropriate risk exposure.
Overall, patients typically present with a combination of the previously mentioned manifestations.
Many practitioners, including myself, often employ a battery of tests such as the Exercise
Dependence Scale, Compulsive Exercise Test, and comprehensive interviews to help elucidate
the nature of the patient's patterns and beliefs. Regardless of the variations, my overarching
objective tends to focus on collaborating with the patient to understand the meaning and function
behind the behaviors. The individual's psychological relationship to exercise, such as the degree
of distress associated with fluctuations in physical activity routine, is often more informative than
the quantity of exercise in predicting negative outcomes, eating disorder pathology, and recovery.
Furthermore, understanding the beliefs and intentions are key to helping patients and modifying
maladaptive components which helps navigate ambivalence and facilitate a shift away from
problematic patterns and beliefs to more therapeutic expressions.
In relation to athletes versus non-athletes, the main differences are with respect to identity and
understanding the unique factors that relate to sport. All of the previously mentioned
manifestations can occur in athletes, but a critical consideration is that athletes must engage in
exercise to be able to participate in their sport. Additionally, it can be hard to navigate concepts like
salience, as well as obligatory and excessive exercise as overreaching and extreme dedication is
sometimes needed for advanced athletes to achieve at a high level. Considering these nuances,
my work with athletes typically entails more intensive interviewing and analyses of costs and
benefits while managing the interplay between a multitude of complex biopsychosocial
interactions. These challenges are one of the main reasons why I find the field so rewarding.
Working with high-level athletes in these areas often pushes both of us to our limits and
culminates in a deeply meaningful positive impact.
In 2014, the International Olympic Committee released a consensus statement updating a
previous 2005 consensus statement on the "female athlete triad". The 2014 statement updates
the term to "relative energy deficiency in sport", or RED-S for short.
Q. Can you explain what RED-S is, and why the IOC updated its terminology?
RED-S is a new movement from a group of researchers that are seeking to broaden the
understanding and criteria for the condition previously known as "The Female Athlete Triad." The
Female Athlete Triad describes the interrelationship of menstrual dysfunction, low energy
availability (with or without an eating disorder), and decreased bone mineral density. The research
in the past indicated that it is relatively common among young women participating in sports.
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The IOC chose to update its terminology because "The Female Athlete Triad," did not include
males and failed to describe the wide range of impaired physiological functioning caused by low
energy availability. Another key feature, not previously stressed, was the researcher's emphasis
on highlighting the bidirectional relationship of psychological factors and low energy availability.
Overall, I consider RED-S to be a monumental advancement and a critical concept for educational
purposes with both my athletes and non-athletes alike.
RED-S is something that track athlete Mary Cain says women and girls are particularly
susceptible to in a recent New York Times piece. She states that this is due to a mix of
inappropriate weight standards being forced onto female athletes coupled with cultural issues
ranging from a lack of certified sports psychologists, nutritionists, and women being involved
with training to the use of public weight shaming.
Q. Can you speak to the unique cultural challenges that female athletes face with regard to
weight, why female athletes are training predominantly under male coaches, and whether
things are changing?
Both male and female athletes alike, are 2-3 times more likely than non-athletes to develop an
eating disorder. This elevated risk can be attributed to a wide variety of factors including, but not
limited to, strenuous training demands, stressful competition, nutrition, and training misinformation,
normalization of disordered practices, as well an emphasis on weight management, and physique
ideals. Attributes that can help athletes succeed in sport, such as drive, perfectionism, increased
pain tolerance, dedication, and commitment can also help an athlete reinforce an eating disorder.
Unlike men, however, women often face a host of additional unique risks related to female-specific
nutrition, body image, identity, and related cultural challenges within the United States.
The United States is rife with disordered attitudes towards health and performance. The messages
regarding food, exercise and body shapes and sizes are often characterized by confusing,
neurotic, paradoxical, moralistic attitudes, which set the stage for disordered eating and
problematic physical activity. For a long time, women were the primary target of these forces, so
much so, that researchers in the 1980s have coined the term "normative discontent" to describe
the widespread negative body image reported by women in the United States. Take a moment to
read Cosmo or Fit Tea ads on Instagram and you can easily see why attitudes and beliefs
regarding food and exercise continue to remain equally as confusing and disturbed. These facets
of diet culture now pervade every level of sports culture. Combined with the hypercompetitive
world of sports and marketing, and the result has been the perfect storm for dysfunction. One of
the major catalysts for these trends is the collection of societal ideals, manufactured by companies
and the media, that specifically target women.
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Over the last couple of decades, marketers and the media have consistently helped shape our
understanding of sports and athletes. After Title XI, women's sports emerged as a huge market
and the commercial forces that helped drive the diet industry were ready to transform these female
athletes into marketable brands and products. Financial motives encouraged companies to join
forces with professional sports to help advertise concepts to the public. To sell sports brands,
images and messages were propagated through every channel with the intent of grabbing your
attention and cultivating a particular theme. These campaigns tended to highlight athlete bodies
and unrealistic ideals that are the product of performance-enhancing drugs, genetic anomalies,
possible disordered behaviors and, in some cases, photo editing. This helped shape norms which
associated outlier bodies with athletic performance. In turn, these ideas have merged with the
"athlete identity" and related avenues for marketing deals, fame, and financial success. These
pathological developments largely occurred in parallel with the recent economic cultural evolution.
The artificial mythos of the American athlete synchronized well with the messages of 1980's
America, dividing the world into "deserving winners and undeserving losers." The story of the
mythic, competitive, heroic, larger-than-life individual who rises to the position of CEO in the
business world is regularly transposed onto women entering professional sports culture. Like fancy
watches, suits, business cards, and expensive cars that serve to signal financial success; lean,
muscular bodies have been promoted as a testament to the athlete's individual sacrifice,
asceticism, grit, determination, and dedication to succeed, no matter the cost. Similar to the
purported "American Dream," marketers typically chose to omit the critical role genetics, luck and
resources played in the "heroine's success." All of these overarching narrative changes produced
a troubling emerging world view. When things don't go as planned, instead of understanding that
lack of success can involve countless uncontrollable variables, individuals engrossed in this
paradigm instead tend to internalize the failure and conceptualize the situation as a reflection of
their own shortcomings. This includes struggles to fit an aesthetic ideal, as this ethos often
conflates body esteem, self-esteem, and athlete identity.
These narratives and images colonized our minds, and eventually seeped into the unconscious of
the populous. When women enter my office, they often reference Instagram photos and magazine
covers of lean muscular athletes as the ideals they aspire to embody. The majority of my life, welldefined abs for women was rarely discussed but due to the infectious marketing of CrossFit and
the professional sports that followed suit, almost every female athlete I work with nowadays has
come to associate defined abs with performance. It's been shocking to see the emergence of
these phenomena and the extreme amounts of damage it's inflicted on women who strive for these
types of bodies. Many of the athletes I interview share their stories explaining how their strategies
for athletic success instead resulted in under-fueling, over-exercising, permanent bone disorders,
and infertility.
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To complicate matters further, this dysfunctional sports environment is further reinforced by trends
that leverage female sexuality for personal and financial gain. Sex sells, and companies like
Sports Illustrated and movements like CrossFit know that female athletes can be used as a
commodity to sell the athlete's brand and affiliated products. Female athletes are aware of this
Faustian bargain and know that selling a purported societal ideal might help extend their career
and finance their retirement. Even athletes that promote themselves as spokespeople for female
empowerment often can't resist the allure, and frequently use a lean physique and sexual prowess
to cash-in during their five-minutes of fame. The secret no one shares, however, is that a great
cost can be incurred both with respect to performance and health. This is especially true when
these body ideals are the product of disordered eating, pathological exercise, and drugs.
In addition to the societal pressures for thin, lean, muscular bodies, another problematic feature of
female sports culture, are the mismatches between training and diet programs and the realities of
female biology. A lot of ruthless, oppressive, old-school methods and mindsets employed by
authoritarian societies, such as Soviet Russia and its various satellite states, continue to dominate
various sports such as track and field, dance, and gymnastics. These systems employed neoSocial Darwinian "meat grinder" programs which push hundreds of athletes into the grinder with
the hopes of producing a few "fit" champions; casualties be damned. For many, choosing the right
parents and drugs were the key to surviving these programs, but drug-free imitators nowadays,
pay a steep price. Due to the emphasis on competition, these systems and endemic drug use
remain today. When problems occur, women seek guidance from healthcare and from coaches,
and are often treated like "small men" despite exhibiting distinctly different biological makeups.
Similar to Mary Cain, I have heard countless athletes recall their coaches telling them that "lighter
equals faster," or "losing your period means you are training hard," while also being subjected to
exercise and diets as punishment for not reaching a particular performance standard. While these
approaches might produce short-term results, they are often disastrous for most athletes in the
long term. The methods and low body fat percentages achievable by genetic outliers, drugs, and
oppressive authoritarian coaching cultures, exposes a lot of women to menstrual dysfunction and
RED-S. In turn, athletes like Mary Cain often feel the pressure to sacrifice their health for a chance
to win the coach's approval and slot on the roster.
All of the factors listed above typically culminate with a double-bind predicament for women in all
areas of sport. Societal ideals for thin, "toned bodies" often conflict with performance demands
needed to excel in the sport. Extreme pressure to perform at sometimes unrealistic levels are often
juxtaposed with societal pressures to successfully navigate the stress of being a student-athlete
while achieving perfect work-life balance on the path to self-actualization. These contradictions
and intense burdens across all fronts can harm both mental and physical health and significantly
increase the risk for the mental and physical disorders I see in my practice.
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As for why female athletes are training predominantly under male coaches, I cannot state an
answer with confidence since I am not a true expert in this area. I would speculate though that
coaches who reach these positions are either deemed "most component" by the organization that
employs them and/or, obtain the position through connections. Sports organizations are tight-knit
communities and typically operate with a tribal mindset. From my experience, connections and
networking play a critical role in hiring. Like often hires like, and by that extension males often hire
males and athletic directors are often men. I have not analyzed the trends in-depth, but some
theorists have suggested that Title XI ironically played a huge role in the process. After Title XI
passed, there was a significant increase in funding for women's sports, which subsequently
increased salaries for coaches. This resulted in more men applying for said jobs. Coupled with the
unconscious cultural biases portrayed in movies and media that tend to portray men as natural
leaders, and women as "overly emotional," and we can begin to see why patterns in business and
politics would soon replicate in the female sports arena.
In relation to cultural change, I think the work of Mary Cain, Joey Julius and other athletes
speaking out against eating disorders have increased overall awareness and helped the
movement gain momentum. I am hopeful that these stories will inspire others to speak up and
incite significant reforms. Unfortunately, I think we have a long way to go as many of these issues
are probably a side effect related to deeper more systemic issues like the pervasive internalized
fatphobic, diet centric culture of the United States as well as the pressures of the hypercompetitive, billion-dollar industry of professional sports. As evidenced by controversies
surrounding concussions, sexual abuse, domestic violence, substance abuse, and eating
disorders, companies like Nike, and organizations like the NFL and NBA typically view and treat
their athletes like commodities. They have often gone to extreme lengths to suppress these issues
and keep the public in the dark while promoting a "win at all cost attitude" both on and off the field.
The problems related to RED-S and eating disorders are ultimately symptoms of a much greater
issue that plagues our sports culture and the United States as a whole. It will take a lot more work,
over many years to create and sustain widespread cultural changes both in the United States and
in sport.
Q. Finally, what's one thing you'd like someone living with problematic physical activity or
disordered eating to know?
As previously discussed, in the United States, attitudes regarding eating and physical activity are
often disordered and confusing. Nutrition and physical activity are typically conceptualized by
laypeople and clinicians alike in an overly reductionist manner focusing on nutrients, biomarkers,
weight, and other quantitative values that have been associated with a myopic distorted
conception of health and wellbeing. Unfortunately, both patients and providers commonly don't
understand how to appropriately interpret these data points in a meaningful way, and when people
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attempt to seek help, many professionals are woefully unprepared to provide adequate holistic
care. To make matters worse, food companies have dominated the research literature, distorting
studies to promote particular views that have fractured the medical community and the public's
understanding of nutrition. Every day a journalist will publish a new story proclaiming the health
benefits or dangers of a particular food group and completely flip-flop the next week. Additionally,
opportunistic marketers and "wellness authorities" like Dr. Oz, are free to readily exploit
unsuspecting customers. The forces of pseudoscience have come to dominate the public
discourse by pumping obscene amounts of misinformation into the mainstream. Unfortunately, as
Alberto Brandolini once said, sometimes this feels like an uphill battle since "The amount of energy
necessary to refute bullshit is an order of magnitude bigger than to produce it."
This lack of basic nutrition training, combined with misinformation, and insufficient education
regarding interpreting research and combating conflicts of interests, probably accounts for a large
number of patients in my office daily, who are perplexed by the conflicting nutrition
recommendations they've heard over the years from various doctors throughout the system.
Additionally, clinicians’ significant lack of eating disorder and problematic physical activity
education combined with embedded diet culture also explains why so many of these cases fly
under the radar or are ironically praised for the patient's "commitment to weight loss, exercise, and
healthy eating." The consequences of these failures are considerable, because, in the end, culture
is a more powerful tool in addressing disordered eating and physical activity than any medication,
government regulation, or legal intervention. Nowhere in the multitude of messages and signals
sent by popular culture and social institutions about eating is there any consensus about what
eating or food is supposed to mean.
What does this all mean? It means that if you are struggling with your relationship with physical
activity, eating, and body image, you are not alone. It is not a sign of a character flaw or moral
defect. For many individuals, it is a natural reaction to an abnormal culture, devoid of healthy
attitudes or appropriate resources. The good news, however, is that this environment is slowly
beginning to change. Due to movements across the nation, and research-based publications like
Examine.com, practitioners and activists are beginning to fight back against pseudoscience,
misinformation, stigma, and ineffective approaches.
If you or someone you know might be struggling with their relationship with food, body image, or
physical activity, do not despair. There is hope. Programs like Walden Behavioral Care and the
athlete-specific GOALS program offers a wide range of services. Feel free to reach out if you are
interested in learning more. I only wish you the best on your journey towards healing.
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The views and opinions expressed by interviewees are their own, and do
not necessarily reflect those of Examine.com.
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Omega-3s may make mild cognitive impairment a little
bit milder
 Tags: Omega 3, Cognition, Cognitive Decline
 Study under review: Effect of n-3 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids on mild
cognitive impairment: a meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials.
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: What does the existing
literature say about omega-3 fatty acids’ impact on cognition in
older adults with mild cognitive impairment?
• Who this study applies to: People over 60 years old with mild
cognitive impairment.
• What the intervention was: Omega-3 supplementation ranging
from three months to two years, with dosages ranging from 180 to
1300 milligrams for docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and 40 to 720
milligrams for eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA).
• What the main takeaway is: Supplementation had a small impact
on cognition, equivalent to just under one point on the Mini-Mental
State Examination.
• Caveats: Relatively few of the studies included in this metaanalysis examined longer time periods.
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What was the question?
The authors of this study wanted to determine whether the existing research literature suggests
that omega-3 fatty acid supplementation improves cognition in older adults with mild cognitive
impairment.

Why was the question worth asking?
Nearly 47 million people[1] worldwide were estimated to suffer from dementia in 2015 and
forecasts predict that this number will double every 20 years. Dementia is a great burden, not only
for aging adults, but also for their caregivers and families. Estimates from 2017 show that
nearlyhttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jalz.2018.02.001 (18.4 billion hours of care) were devoted to adults
with dementia by unpaid workers and family members. Unfortunately, there are no reliable
treatments for dementia and the etiology is not well understood, although many researchers have
noted certain characteristics of people with dementia, such as atrophied brain regions (shown in
Figure 1).
The intermediary stage between “normal” age-related cognitive decline and dementia is known as
mild cognitive impairment. Surveys estimate[2] that the annual risk of developing dementia for
someone with mild cognitive impairment is 8-15% in adults over 60. Therefore, preventing further
cognitive decline at this particular stage with accessible interventions is an important public health
concern.
Several longitudinal studies have shown that omega-3 fatty acid consumption was associated with
better performance across several cognitive domains[3] in older men and women, and some
randomized controlled trials have shown that supplementation with fish oil improved cognition.
However, other studies have contradicted these findings[4], and a systematic review conducted in
2017[5] concluded that there was insufficient evidence to determine whether fish oil
supplementation had any positive effect on cognition.
Since then, other randomized controlled trials have been conducted, prompting the authors of the
current study to systematically examine the most up-to-date literature to determine whether
omega-3 supplementation had any positive impact on mild cognitive impairment.
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There have been several trials examining the effects of omega-3 fatty
acid supplementation on mild cognitive impairment, but the results have
been mixed, and more trials have been completed since the last
systematic review has been performed, prompting this up-to-date metaanalysis.

How was the question answered?
The authors tried to answer this question by conducting a systematic review and meta-analysis of
randomized controlled trials that looked at the effects of omega-3 fatty acid supplementation in
adults with mild cognitive decline ages 60 years or older. The primary outcome they used was the
result of the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), which is commonly used to diagnose mild
cognitive impairment and dementia. It has a maximum score of 30, which represents the best
health status. The MMSE score that suggests mild cognitive impairment varies depending on the
individual criteria of a given study, but most researchers[6] place the cutoff somewhere under 23 to
26.
After screening studies, seven randomized controlled trials with a total of 234 participants were
included in the overall analysis. The duration of the studies ranged from three months to two
years, while dosages of the interventions ranged from 180 to 1300 milligrams for docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA) and 40 to 720 milligrams for eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA).

Seven trials involving 234 people over 60 years of age with mild cognitive
impairment were included in this meta-analysis, with changes in MiniMental State Examination score being the main outcome.

What was the answer?
The meta-analysis found that DHA plus EPA supplementation had a positive impact on mild
cognitive impairment as assessed by the MMSE, raising it by close to a point, on average (shown
in Figure 1). Most of the studies were rated as being of good quality and there was no evidence of
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publication bias. However, there was some evidence of moderate differences between study
outcomes.

How much should you trust the answer?
The results of this meta-analysis are more trustworthy than any of the individual studies
themselves because many of these studies came to different conclusions due to their small size
and lack of precision. Despite this, the effect was somewhat consistent throughout the different
randomized trials. Of note is that, individually, nearly half of the studies concluded that there was
no significant effect, whereas the combined analysis led to the conclusion that there was a smallto-moderate difference in MMSE scores between the intervention groups and control groups.
However, there are some limitations to take into account. The longest study was only two years in
duration, which means it is difficult to determine what the long term impact of supplementation is.
The analysis also showed that there may have been large, non-random differences between the
studies concerning study design, populations, interventions, and analyses. Differences like these
can threaten the validity of a meta-analysis’ average, and they can be present even if there is no
evidence of statistical differences.
Furthermore, the authors conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine how robust the results
were. The analysis showed that a few studies were largely driving the overall effect seen in the
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combined analysis. Excluding these particular studies reduced or increased the calculated effect
substantially. This is because some of these studies contributed a lot of weight to the overall effect
due to the large sample size and large/small effects that were observed.
After taking all of these factors into account, the results of this study seem to suggest that
supplementation with omega-3 fatty acids such as EPA and DHA probably have a small-tomoderate, positive impact on older adults suffering from mild cognitive decline. Further research,
such as multi-center clinical trials, will have to be carried out to confirm the preventative effects of
an omega-3-intervention and determine whether it can be an effective public health intervention.

The difference in the length of the trials included in this meta-analysis
make the exact value of average effect found open to question. Also,
relatively few trials have been done over the longer term.

What’s the take-home?
In this systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials, supplementation with
omega-3 fatty acids such as EPA and DHA led to a modest improvement in cognition in older
adults who suffered from mild cognitive impairment.

Share your cognitive thinking about this study at the private NERD
Facebook forum!
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Deep Dive: Investigating the effects of folate and zinc
on male fertility
 Tags: Folate, Zinc, Fertility
 Study under review: Effect of Folic Acid and Zinc Supplementation in Men on Semen
Quality and Live Birth Among Couples Undergoing Infertility Treatment: A Randomized
Clinical Trial.
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: Can folic acid and zinc
supplementation improve semen quality and live birth rate?
• Who this study applies to: Men ages 18-45 planning to undergo
fertility treatment without uncontrolled chronic diseases or infertility
causes for which supplementation would be unlikely to help.
• What the intervention was: Five milligrams of folic acid and 30
milligrams of elemental zinc for six months, compared to placebo.
• What the main takeaway is: There was no clear effect of
supplementation on live births or semen quality parameters, except
for DNA fragmentation, which was higher in the supplementation
group.
• Caveats: These results may be accounted for in part by three
study-specific issues. First, it’s possible that the high doses used in
this study may have led to increased reductive stress due to “the
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antioxidant paradox.” Second, there’s a small possibility that zinc
supplementation could have led to copper deficiency, which could,
in turn, impact sperm quality. Third, the percentage of participants
whose semen quality could be measured was relatively low.

Introduction
Infertility, which is defined[1] as the inability to conceive after one year of regular, unprotected sex,
affects[2] around 9% of couples of reproductive age, globally. It is estimated[3] that male infertility
contributes to approximately half of all infertility cases, and affects about one in 20 adult men
younger than 40 years of age.
Although the pathogenesis of male infertility is still poorly understood, several genetic[4],
environmental[5], and lifestyle[6] factors like nutrition are implicated. Healthy, balanced diets rich in
omega-3 fatty acids, antioxidants, and vitamins are associated[7] with improved semen quality and
male fertility.
Two micronutrients that have received a lot of attention in recent years due to their potential for
improving male fertility are folate and zinc. Folate is involved in DNA synthesis[8], which is critical
for the production of sperm, and folic acid, the synthetic form of folate, is an antioxidant [9], which
means that it may minimize the toxic effects of oxidative stress in male sperm cells. Zinc is the
second most abundant trace metal in the body after iron, and is found in the testicles and semen in
extremely high concentrations[10] relative to other body fluids and tissues. As a cofactor for more
than 80 metalloenzymes involved in DNA transcription and protein synthesis, and due to its antiapoptotic[11] and antioxidant[12] properties, it seems to be essential in the development of the
testicles, and in the production and motility of sperm.
Despite the biologically plausible effects of folate and zinc on sperm production and improved
semen quality, trials in humans have generally employed small sample sizes and produced
conflicting results. Although a recent meta-analysis[13] found that folate and zinc supplementation
improved some sperm characteristics in infertile men, there was large heterogeneity between the
included trials, and the main outcome of interest to most couples, live birth, was not examined.
The study under review was the first large-scale randomized trial to assess the effect of combined
folic acid and zinc supplementation on semen quality and live birth in couples seeking infertility
treatment.
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Male infertility affects about one in 20 adult men under 40, and
contributes to approximately half of all infertility cases in couples trying to
conceive. While folate and zinc have received a lot of attention in recent
years due to their potential for improving male fertility, the evidence is
currently limited to small trials with conflicting results. Moreover, the main
outcome of interest, live birth, has not been sufficiently examined. The
study under review was the first large-scale randomized trial to assess
the effect of combined folic acid and zinc supplementation on semen
quality and live birth.

What was studied?
The Folic Acid and Zinc Supplementation Trial (FAZST) was a preregistered multicenter, doubleblind, randomized trial involving 2,370 couples planning infertility treatment. The male partners
were over 18 years old (average age of 33 years) and the female partners were between 18 and
45 years old (average age of 31 years). The male partners had an average BMI of 29.9, and the
female partners had an average BMI of 28.1. Couples were excluded if they were planning on
using donor sperm or a gestational surrogate, were pregnant at enrollment, or if the male partner
had a poorly controlled chronic disease, was taking medications known to interact with folic acid or
zinc, was on a vegan diet, or had infertility causes unlikely to benefit from supplementation, like a
physical obstruction.
Male participants were enrolled at four U.S. reproductive endocrinology and infertility care study
centers, stratified by study center and planned infertility treatment (in vitro fertilization, other
treatment onsite, and other treatment offsite) and randomized to supplement daily with folic acid
(five milligrams or 1250% of the recommended daily allowance) and zinc (30 milligrams of
elemental zinc or 273% or the recommended daily allowance) or an identical looking placebo for
six months. For more on stratified randomization, check out the sidebar on the topic from NERD
#61. The supplements were administered for a minimum of 4.5 weeks before the ovulatory phase
of the first infertility treatment cycle to ensure that the stages of spermatocytogenesis (mitotic and
meiotic phases) were covered.
Male participants completed in-person study visits at baseline, and at two, four, and six months
after randomization for testing, which included semen analysis, assessment of compliance,
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questionnaires for physical activity and supplementation side effects, and 24 hour dietary recalls.
Female participants were followed up for 18 months after randomization, during which they
completed monthly questionnaires regarding infertility treatments and pregnancy status, and were
asked to report any positive urine home pregnancy tests or human chorionic gonadotropin blood
tests.
The prespecified primary outcomes were live birth (resulting from pregnancies occurring within
nine months of randomization) and semen quality parameters (which included sperm
concentration, motility, morphology, volume, DNA fragmentation index, and total motile sperm
count). According to the power calculation, a sample size of 2,310 couples (rounded to 2,400) was
needed to detect a 7% difference in live birth between the two groups, while allowing for a dropout
rate of 15%. There were also multiple prespecified secondary outcomes, including a number of
fetal and paternal complications, as well as participant adverse events. Analyses were not
adjusted for multiple comparisons, despite the inclusion of multiple primary and secondary
outcomes.

In this multicenter, double-blind, randomized trial, the male partners in
2,370 couples planning infertility treatment supplemented daily with folic
acid (five milligrams) and zinc (30 milligrams) or placebo for six months.
The prespecified primary outcomes were live birth and semen quality
parameters.

What were the findings?
Live birth, which was assessed for all 2,370 participants, was not significantly different between
treatment groups, with 404 live births (34%) in the folic acid and zinc group, and 416 live births
(35%) in the placebo group.
Most of the semen quality parameters (sperm concentration, motility, morphology, volume, and
total motile sperm count) were not significantly different between treatment groups at six months
after randomization. However, as depicted in Figure 1, a small but statistically significant increase
in DNA fragmentation was observed with folic acid and zinc (29.7%) as compared to placebo
(27.2%). It’s worth noting that semen quality parameters were missing for 31% of men because
they were lost to follow-up or lacked samples at the six month visit. However, the results remained
similar when accounting for these losses using weighted sensitivity analyses.
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For the prespecified secondary outcomes, a statistically significant increase in preterm delivery
was observed with folic acid and zinc supplementation relative to placebo, with 67 (6%) preterm
deliveries in the folic acid and zinc group, and 45 (4%) preterm deliveries in the placebo group.
However, despite a statistically significant risk difference of 1.9% in preterm birth, mean
gestational ages and birth weights were not significantly different.
Moreover, side effects were more frequent in the folic acid and zinc group (32%) relative to the
placebo group (27%), and were attributed to more frequent gastrointestinal symptoms and
erythema (redness of the skin).
No other statistically significant differences between groups were detected for any of the other
secondary outcomes.

No significant differences were detected for live birth between groups.
For semen quality parameters, no significant differences were detected
between treatment groups except for DNA fragmentation, for which a
small but statistically significant increase was observed with folic acid
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and zinc, compared to placebo. For secondary outcomes, there was a
significant increase in preterm delivery and more frequent side effects in
the folic acid and zinc group relative to the placebo group.

The bigger picture
The results of the study under review provide relatively strong evidence that daily supplementation
with five milligrams of folic acid and 30 milligrams of zinc in men is unlikely to meaningfully
improve semen quality or increase live birth rates in couples seeking infertility treatment.
The study under review did not find any significant improvements with folic acid and zinc
supplementation relative to placebo. These results are in contrast with those of a recent metaanalysis[13], which found that folate and zinc supplementation improved some sperm
characteristics in infertile men even though the zinc and folate doses used in the included studies
were roughly on par with the study under review. More specifically, the meta-analysis reported that
supplementation with folic acid and zinc significantly improved sperm concentration and
morphology as compared to placebo. However, there was large heterogeneity between the few
trials that met the inclusion criteria, many of which were at an unclear or high risk of bias. Because
of this, the authors concluded that more trials are needed to confirm the results. Given the
relatively high risk of bias in the included trials, coupled with high heterogeneity and the fact that
the entire meta-analysis had under half the number of participants than this single trial, we suspect
that the results of the meta-analysis are less accurate than those of the study under review.
A noteworthy finding of the study under review is the statistically significant worsening in DNA
fragmentation with folic acid and zinc, compared to placebo. This finding is counterintuitive in that
DNA fragmentation is a measure of sperm DNA damage from oxidative stress, which folic acid and
zinc, both possessing antioxidant properties, would have theoretically protected against.
The reason for the above result may relate to what is sometimes called the “antioxidant paradox.”
As depicted in Figure 2, while excessively high levels of free radicals relative to antioxidants in the
body can cause oxidative stress, excessively high levels of antioxidants (from antioxidant overuse)
relative to free radicals can lead to reductive stress. In the study under review, participants
supplemented with five milligrams of folic acid[14] daily, which is 1250% of the recommended daily
intake and 500% of the daily tolerable upper limit. Such high intake of folic acid for six months
could potentially induce reductive stress and explain the observed worsening in DNA
fragmentation. However, considering that all seven trials that were included in a recent systematic
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review and meta-analysis used five milligrams of folic acid as the intervention, it seems that this is
the common supplementation dosage of folic acid in this area of research.

There also exists some animal evidence[15] to suggest that higher-than-normal dietary zinc levels
could also lead to DNA fragmentation. However, this particular study boosted zinc intake more
than the protocol in the study under review. Plus, there is the issue of how well animal studies like
this translate to humans. So, while it’s within the realm of possibility that higher zinc levels could
reduce sperm quality, there isn’t clear evidence to suggest this happens in humans at the zinc
doses used in the study under review.
It’s difficult to put the above findings into the context of the scientific literature, as randomized trials
on the effects of folic acid and zinc supplementation on DNA fragmentation are pretty much nonexistent. In two other double-blind randomized trials[16][17], antioxidant supplementation was found
to improve DNA fragmentation index in men with infertility. However, in these trials, the participants
were not treated with folic acid and zinc, but, instead, with vitamins C and E in the first study, and
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) in the second study. There is one trial[18] that included five milligrams
of zinc and 100 micrograms of folic acid alongside other antioxidants, which found no clear impact
on DNA fragmentation. However, the doses of zinc and folic acid were lower than what the current
study used, plus the results may have been influenced by other antioxidants in the mixture, again
making it hard to compare these results.
With the above said, it’s interesting to note that, although DNA fragmentation has previously been
associated[19] with infertility, live birth rate, which is the main outcome of interest for most couples,
was not significantly different between the groups in the study under review. It’s also worth noting
that while there are currently no other randomized trials investigating the effects of folic acid and
zinc on live birth, one 2014 Cochrane review[20] reported a statistically significant improvement in
live birth rate with antioxidant supplementation. However, these results were based on only 44 live
births from a total of 277 couples in four small studies, and were classified as low quality evidence.
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Negative side effects were more common in the folic acid and zinc group, and involved more
frequent gastrointestinal symptoms and erythema. These results suggest that the doses of folic
acid and zinc may have been poorly tolerated by some of the participants. Indeed, research[21]
suggests that long term high-dose use of zinc may lead to gastrointestinal symptoms, including
nausea, vomiting, and abdominal cramping. While the higher rates of erythema are difficult to
explain in that there doesn’t appear to be any research directly examining folic acid or zinc use
and general erythema, prolonged exposure to amounts greater than the tolerable upper intake
level of zinc may suppress immunity[22], which may potentially increase the risk of erythema.
It should be mentioned that because zinc decreases the absorption[23] of copper, long term
supplementation with high levels of zinc without a sufficiently high intake of copper could
potentially lead to copper deficiency[24]. In the study under review, participants ingested 30
milligrams of zinc per day for six months, which, as shown in Figure 3, is almost 300% of the RDA.
This supplementation protocol could theoretically contribute to copper deficiency. Since copper
deficiency may negatively impact sperm quality and, consequently, male fertility, it could potentially
have prevented improvements in some semen quality parameters in the study under review.
However, copper deficiency induced by zinc usually requires[24] daily zinc doses over 100
milligrams, which makes copper deficiency less likely at the doses seen in this study. Since copper
levels were not reported, the possibility of copper deficiency in this study is just speculation.

The study under review makes notable contributions to the relevant scientific literature in that it is
the first large-scale study to have examined the effects of combined folic acid and zinc ingestion
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on semen quality in men and on live birth outcomes in couples planning infertility treatment. It also
has some important strengths that are worth pointing out, such as the fact that it was preregistered
(and largely abided by the prespecified protocol), had a power calculation conducted for the
primary outcome of interest (live birth), included an impressively large sample size, and was
double-blinded.
With the above said, it is worth keeping in mind that, although multiple primary and secondary
outcomes were included, and several tests were performed, there were no corrections for multiple
comparisons, which means that some of the significant results detected, such as those for DNA
fragmentation and preterm delivery, could be false positives. Moreover, participants comprised a
relatively homogenous population of healthy, young, white men with high socioeconomic status,
which limits the generalizability of the results.

While other literature examining this topic is sparse, the results of this
study do conflict with some evidence suggesting that zinc and folate
supplementation could improve sperm quality. However, the studies that
exist are somewhat small and heterogeneous compared to this very
large and relatively well designed study. While this study provides quite
strong evidence that the doses used aren’t useful for male fertility, there’s
a possibility that such high doses could have caused reductive stress.
That, along with the weaker possibility of zinc-induced copper deficiency,
could account for the results seen here.

Frequently asked questions
Q. What other supplements are commonly used for improving male fertility, and are they
effective?
Other than folic acid and zinc, the supplements most commonly used to improve male fertility
include vitamin C, vitamin E, selenium, carnitine, N-acetyl cysteine (NAC), coenzyme Q10
(coQ10), and the polyunsaturated fatty acids eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA).
Unfortunately, little high quality research is available to assess the effectiveness of the
supplements above. However, according to a recent systematic review and meta-analysis[25],
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there is promising data for improving some semen parameters through selenium, L-carnitine
combined with acetyl-L-carnitine, co-enzyme Q10, and the polyunsaturated fatty acids
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), as they can be found in fatty fish
and fish oils. Moreover, there is promising data for improving pregnancy rates for selenium (alone
or combined with N-acetylcysteine), co-enzyme Q10, and the combinations L-carnitine + acetyl-Lcarnitine, folic acid + zinc and EPA + DHA.
With the above said, it should be emphasized that because of the small number of available
studies and low number of participants, these conclusions remain fairly uncertain.

What should I know?
Male infertility affects around one in 20 adult men under 40 and contributes to approximately half
of all infertility cases in couples trying to conceive. While dietary supplements marketed for male
fertility commonly contain folate and zinc, the available evidence is currently limited to small trials
with conflicting results. The study under review was the first large-scale, double-blind, randomized
trial to examine the effect of folic acid and zinc supplementation on semen quality and live birth in
couples seeking infertility treatment.
According to the results of the study under review, supplementation with five milligrams of folic
acid and 30 milligrams of zinc in men is unlikely to improve semen quality or increase live birth
rates in couples seeking infertility treatment. However, this supplementation protocol may increase
the frequency of gastrointestinal symptoms and erythema.

What’s your opinion on this new “landmark” trial? Join us for discussion
in the private NERD Facebook forum!

^ Go back to table of contents
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Deep Dive: Elevated protein intake can benefit lean
mass
 Tags: Protein, Lean Mass, Resistance Training
 Study under review: Protein Intake Greater Than the RDA Differentially Influences
Whole-Body Lean Mass Responses to Purposeful Catabolic and Anabolic Stressors: A
Systematic Review and Meta-analysis.
 Read this article online at Examine.com

Quick Takes
• What question this study addressed: How is lean mass affected
by protein intake above the recommended daily allowance (RDA)
in clinical trials with resistance training or energy restriction?
• Who this study applies to: Healthy adults who aren’t on very low
calorie diets.
• What the intervention was: Protein intake of at least 0.85 grams
per kilogram of bodyweight over the course of six weeks,
compared to protein intake at the RDA (0.8 grams per kilogram of
bodyweight).
• What the main takeaway is: Consuming protein above the RDA is
useful for maintaining or building lean mass in people who are
resistance training. There may also be a milder benefit for people
eating fewer calories than they need to maintain weight, but this is
less clear. However, consuming protein above the RDA does not
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benefit lean mass in healthy adults not undergoing these metabolic
stresses.
• Caveats: The majority of the studies were of relatively short
duration. More data over the longer term would be useful.

Introduction
The current recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for protein was established in the early 2000s
[1]. It’s the relative (grams per kilogram of bodyweight per day) amount necessary for the
maintenance of good health in otherwise healthy people. The RDA was created to guide people on
how to avoid a progressive loss of lean body mass from inadequate protein intake.
In the time since the recommendations were published, a lot of research has been done on protein
intake, leading to debate about whether the current RDA of 0.8 grams per kilogram of bodyweight
per day is too low. Questions have also been raised concerning whether the RDA is appropriate
for people who are dieting or resistance training. Adequate protein intake is important during
energy restriction because losses in lean mass account for 20-30% of total weight loss[2] in the
absence of exercise. Higher protein intake also tends to improve lean mass and strength gains
with resistance training[3]. Other arguments for a higher protein intake include its promotion of
muscle protein anabolism[4], its thermic effect[5], and its satiation[6] effect compared to other
macronutrients.
The RDA is supported by a meta-analysis[7] of studies with nitrogen balance measurements.
However, there are some issues with the use of nitrogen balance to determine protein intake,
including loss of food while eating, loss of nitrogen in feces or urine, and potential losses through
the skin[8]. These errors tend to overestimate intake and underestimate output, which could lead to
incorrect positive balances that translate to a lower estimated protein requirement. Furthermore,
nitrogen balance studies are generally less than 30 days in duration, and don’t directly measure
what most people actually care about: lean mass.
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Nitrogen balance 101
Nitrogen is a key component of amino acids, which are the building blocks of proteins. Since
proteins are essential for the body to function, nitrogen balance is highly regulated to keep things
running smoothly. Nitrogen balance is calculated by determining dietary nitrogen intake and then
subtracting nitrogen excreted through urine, feces, and other excretions.

The current study used a meta-analytic approach to compare changes in lean mass in participants
who consume more than the RDA for protein to participants just consuming the RDA.

The current RDA for protein is 0.8 grams per kilogram of bodyweight per
day. There is an ongoing debate as to whether this is optimal. The
current recommendations are based on nitrogen balance studies, which
may not fully reflect long term changes in a major variable most people
care about: lean mass. The goal of this meta-analysis was to examine
lean mass in people who consume the RDA for protein compared to
people who consume more than the RDA.

What was studied?
This study was a systematic review and meta-analyses comparing the effect of consuming more
than the protein RDA (0.85 grams per kilogram) compared to the RDA (0.8 ± 0.05 grams per
kilogram) on changes in lean mass or fat-free mass. The study included participants who were 19
years or older. The study only included randomized controlled trials of at least six weeks in
duration and with a parallel design. A parallel design means that two different groups were studied,
as opposed to something like a crossover trial, where the same person would be given different
protein doses at different times. Measurements for lean mass were taken by dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry, air-displacement plethysmography, hydrostatic weighing, or total body potassium.
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This study was preregistered at PROSPERO. The preregistered outcomes match those discussed
in the paper.
Studies with resistance exercises or energy restriction, unless they used a diet of less than 800
kcal, were included. After the eligibility review, there were 18 total studies analyzed. From these 18
studies, there were 22 comparisons with a total of 934 participants. Other study characteristics are
summarized in Figure 1.

The researchers statistically analyzed how different the studies were from each other. Funnel plots
were also used to visually inspect the data for publication bias. Finally, sensitivity analysis was
performed by removing each study and re-analyzing the data.
Subgroup analysis was completed on studies with and without energy restriction as well as with
and without physical activity. Physical activity was defined as having a component of resistance
training. There was also a subgroup analysis on studies with participants over or under 50 years of
age. In total, there were 9 subgroup analyses. The purpose of a subgroup analysis is to investigate
which aspects of study design, or participant characteristics, may explain differences in results
between trials.
The Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool was used to assess the risk of bias for each study. This tool
contains a set of domains focusing on different aspects of design, conduct, and reporting. Studies
can be classified as low risk, some risk, or high risk of bias. For example, the “random sequence
generation” domain would receive a low risk of bias if the authors clearly describe allocating
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groups in a truly random manner. On the other hand, a high risk of bias would be scored if the
authors describe using nonrandom or pseudo-random allocation.

This meta-analysis explored the effect of consuming protein in amounts
greater than the RDA versus the RDA on changes in lean mass. The
study was preregistered and used standardized methods for identifying
and analyzing meta-analyses. There were nine subgroup analyses to
help identify the influence of factors such as resistance exercise and
dieting on the main outcome.

What were the findings?
The main analysis showed that, on the whole, consuming more protein than the RDA (0.8 grams
per kilogram) led to a 0.32 greater increase in lean mass compared to consuming just the RDA.
The subgroup analysis helped pick apart what groups may have benefited more than others.
Studies that involved energy restriction found that consuming more protein than the RDA helped
retain 0.36 kilograms of lean mass during energy restriction, whether or not they also involved
strength training. However, as you can see in Figure 2, this average effect was mainly driven by
studies that added resistance training on top of energy restriction, since energy restriction alone
was not significant, although it leaned non-significantly toward a beneficial effect.
When considering all studies that involved resistance training with or without energy restriction,
there was an average 0.77 kilogram gain in lean mass with protein intake above the RDA in
comparison to just taking in the RDA. Figure 2 shows that this effect held regardless of whether
energy restriction was added on top of resistance training, though the effect was stronger without
an energy restriction component.
Finally, as shown in Figure 2, there was pretty much no benefit to taking in more protein than the
RDA in people who were neither resistance training nor undergoing energy restriction.
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In another small subgroup analysis on older adults over 50 years old, consuming greater than the
protein RDA resulted in 0.91 higher lean mass compared to the RDA.
There was an unclear risk of selection, performance, and detection bias for the majority of studies.
There was only one study with a high risk of bias in attrition.

The results of this meta-analysis indicate that taking in more protein than
the RDA clearly benefits lean mass retention or gains in people
undertaking resistance training, and also people over 50 years old. There
was unclear benefit in people undergoing energy restriction alone, and
probably no benefit for people not cutting calories or resistance training.
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The bigger picture
Overall, the results of this study suggest that consuming protein above the RDA benefits lean
mass gain or retention, on average. However, the overall effect is mostly driven by people
undergoing resistance training, whether or not they were also cutting calories. People not cutting
calories tended to see more of a benefit.
More studies directly comparing the lean mass effects of protein intake above the RDA to RDA
levels for resistance trainers not restricting calories would still be useful though, since there was
only one study that was dug up in the systematic review that directly explores this question. That’s
why the error bars for that group in Figure 2 are wider than the others.
While looking at the error bars in Figure 2, notice that while people just cutting calories without
resistance training didn’t experience a statistically significant benefit, the data are consistent with
anything from no effect to a possible approximate 0.5 kilogram boost to lean mass. More evidence
for this population would be able to determine whether or not there is a lean mass benefit for
protein intake above the RDA in people cutting calories.
The data also support the idea that the current RDA is appropriate for the general population to
maintain muscle mass under normal conditions, since no benefit was seen in taking in more
protein in this case. However, there may be reason to suspect that the RDA under normal
conditions should still be a bit higher than it is now.
The reason becomes more apparent when considering how the RDA is determined. Nutrition
recommendations in the U.S. come from the Food and Nutrition Board of the Institute of Medicine.
These recommendations are established through meetings with experts in nutrition to determine
the reference values on macro- and micronutrients and are updated every five to 10 years. The
evidence for protein intake for adults in the U.S. and Canada is from short term (less than 30 days)
nitrogen balance studies. The recommendations were based on a meta-analysis in which protein
requirements were fitted via linear regression. However, there is some concern over how the data
was analyzed[9], which was even recognized by the authors of the original nitrogen balance metaanalysis[7]. A different analysis of the data suggested the RDA should be 0.99 grams per kilogram
[9]. There are also alternatives to nitrogen balance measurements, such as the stable isotopebased indicator amino acid oxidation. Authors using this method suggest that the RDA should be
1.2 grams per kilogram[9]. Ultimately, there are a number of ways to calculate and interpret the
data used to create the RDA, which has fueled much of the research and debate on this topic.
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Losses in lean mass during energy restriction account for 20-30% of total weight loss in the
absence of exercise. Past meta-analyses have found that protein intake of more than 1.05 grams
per kilogram can result in losing 1.21 kilograms less lean mass than participants[10] compared to
those who consume less than 1.05 grams per kilogram in studies longer than 12 weeks. More
recent meta-analyses somewhat agree, finding that adults consuming more than 1.0 gram per
kilogram retained about 0.43 kilograms of lean mass[11] while energy restricted. In the current
study, authors found that studies with higher protein diets conserved 0.36 kilograms of lean mass if
they were energy restricted. The differences in lean mass retention between these older metaanalyses could be due to protein intake comparisons, since the previous two studies used about
one gram per kilogram as a control while the current study used the RDA. This equates to a
difference of 0.2 grams per kilogram, which could make a difference in lean mass changes, since
there seems to be a dose-response relationship[3]. More studies have been published since the
previous two meta-analyses, which were 11 and eight years ago, respectively. This makes a good
case for a need to update the recommendations every five to 10 years, since additional research
accumulates over time.
The finding of the subgroup analysis involving people over 50 years old also has some important
implications worth emphasizing. Older adults experience age-related changes in body
composition, including increased bodyweight, increased fat mass, and decreased lean mass,
which includes skeletal muscle.[12] This loss of lean mass is associated with increased risk of falls,
and independence[13] suggesting there is a benefit for retaining lean mass. In fact, a number of
researchers think protein intake should be much higher for older adults[14].
Americans have no issue consuming enough protein. In fact, a recent national survey found the
average American consumes 1.1 grams per kilogram of protein per day[15], which is well above the
RDA. For comparison purposes, the current meta-analysis had an average of 1.3 grams per
kilogram for the experimental groups. While the study average is higher than the national average,
the results don’t inform how it affects anything besides lean mass changes since no data on other
physiological measures, such as blood variables or daily activity outside of resistance training,
were analyzed in the current meta-analysis. However, most studies find [16]high protein diets are
safe[16] in healthy adults.
The study had a few limitations. As the authors were collecting data, if it was not available, it could
not be included in the analysis. The authors state that “forty articles were excluded because either
the authors did not respond, the outcome data were not available, or the articles did not meet the
inclusion criteria after information was received.” There was also unpublished data retrieved from
authors through email, but it is not clear if that was part of the meta-analysis.
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Another aspect to consider is study length. It is likely that the longer a change in diet persists, the
more likely it is to cause changes in body composition. The majority of studies in this analysis
lasted around 12 weeks, with only seven studies being longer than that. With meta-analyses being
weighted by participant number, not study length, it would be interesting to see future research
looking at longer lengths of time. It would also have been beneficial to see if there were different
requirements for males compared to females, since males generally have higher levels of lean
mass and muscle-sparing testosterone.

The authors found that protein intake greater than the RDA is most
beneficial for lean mass conservation or gain during resistance training.
More data is needed to see if there’s a clear benefit during energy
restriction alone, though. The current data fits with findings of previous
meta-analyses and also confirms that older adults may need more
protein than the RDA. The study has a few limitations, but none that are
of high concern. More research directly comparing protein intake at the
RDA to above it would be especially useful over longer periods of time
and in people who resistance train but who aren’t cutting calories.

Frequently asked questions
Q. Does the timing of protein matter?
Protein intake is recommended to be split into two to three meals per day[17] for optimal muscle
protein synthesis stimulation. There also appears to be a ceiling where about 30-40 grams
maximally stimulates muscle protein synthesis in both young and older adults[18]. This may be
slightly higher for people who are resistance trained[19]. A recent position stand by the International
Society of Sports Nutrition recommends eating protein every three to four hours throughout the
day[20], which is supported by a meta-analysis on the topic[21]. However, muscle protein synthesis
is a surrogate for lean body mass, much like nitrogen balance, so there is still some debate on
what the best distribution is.
Q. How do the U.S. protein requirements compare to other countries? Dietary
recommendations of agencies like the joint FAO/WHO committee do not differ much from the U.S.
recommendations for protein intake. For example, the United Kingdom Reference Nutrient Intake
(RNI) is 0.75 grams per kilogram. Other groups recommend higher intakes, especially for certain
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populations. The European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism recommends 1-1.2 grams
per kilogram for older adults[14] and even higher (1.2 - 1.5 grams per kilogram) for people with
chronic illnesses. The European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism[14] agrees and
recommends even higher intake for individuals with severe illness or injury, as well as for people
who do daily physical activity.
Q. How does endurance exercise affect protein requirements? If energy intake is adequate
and the activity is low to moderate intensity, endurance exercise seems to have little impact on
dietary protein requirements and 1.0 grams per kilogram has been deemed sufficient, with 1.6
grams per kilogram being the maximal requirement[22]. Other researchers argue that protein intake
should be between 1.2-2.0 grams per kilogram[22] and endurance athletes should be at the lower
end of this range. The American Dietetics Association[23] recommends 1.2-1.7 grams per kilogram
of protein intake per day. Other reviews suggest 1.4-2.0 grams per kilogram. Taken together, it
seems the optimal range for people who focus on endurance exercise is likely between 1.2-2.0
grams per kilogram with no definitive answer on a single intake being the most optimal.

What should I know?
The current systematic review and meta-analysis found that, on average, there were beneficial
changes in lean mass for consuming more than the current RDA of 0.8 grams of protein per
kilogram of bodyweight per day. The result was mostly driven by studies that included stressors,
especially resistance training. There was no benefit for people not undergoing stressors such as
calorie restriction or resistance training.
The average protein intake in studies above the RDA was 1.3 grams of protein per kilogram of
bodyweight per day, which is higher than the national average of protein intake in the U.S. (1.1
grams per kilogram). The study also provided some evidence to suggest protein intake should be
higher in older adults. More research directly comparing lean mass changes when consuming
protein at or above the RDA would be useful in several areas: exploring potential sex differences,
clarifying the effect in people who resistance train but are not restricting calories, and examining
how lean mass is affected over longer periods of time.

Time to cut out of here and bulk up the discussion over at the NERD
Facebook forum!

^ Go back to table of contents
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Here’s a very quick summary of some randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and meta-analyses of
RCTs that were published toward the end of 2019 and didn’t find evidence of an effect. This is
known as a null effect.
Keep this in mind when interpreting a null effect:
While one study can provide evidence that something doesn’t work, it doesn’t prove
it. Similar, repeatable results from multiple studies make for stronger evidence,
whether the finding is positive or negative.
Not all null effects are the same. A meta-analysis of low-quality studies or a small
clinical trial usually won’t provide strong evidence, whether the finding is positive or
negative.
The population matters. For instance, the lack of an effect in healthy young people
doesn’t necessarily mean that an intervention wouldn’t work in people who are older
and have a specific health condition.

Allergies and immunity
Omega-3 supplementation’s ability to reduce the risk of developing
childhood allergies is unclear[1]
What was studied? RCTs examining the development of allergic diseases (such as
asthma, eczema, food allergy, or allergic rhinitis) in children who supplemented with
omega-3s were meta-analyzed.
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Why study it? Observational studies have found that children breast-fed with milk
lower in DHA and EPA have a higher risk developing of allergic diseases, and
clinical trial evidence is mixed.
What was(n’t) found? There was no statistically significant reduction in the risk of
developing any allergy at all, or any particular allergy.
How null was it? Not very, since most of the evidence quality was rated as low or
very low, with the exception of the evidence for eczema, which was rated as
moderate. Furthermore, low sample sizes mean there’s a lot of uncertainty in the
risk reduction estimate, and the data are sometimes consistent with fairly large,
clinically significant risk reductions. More high quality research is needed.

Autoimmune diseases
Fish oil didn’t impact psoriasis[2]
What was studied? RCTs examining fish oil supplementation’s impact on psoriasis.
The meta-analysis ultimately involved three studies of 337 people. Daily doses were
around 1.5–4.2 grams of EPA and 1.5–4.2 grams of DHA.
Why study it? Fish oil has anti-inflammatory effects which may impact psoriasis,
but clinical trial evidence has been mixed.
What was(n’t) found? There was no clear benefit on psoriasis, as measured by the
Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI).
How null was it? While the data are consistent with a reduction in the main
outcome of almost two points, the PASI score ranges from 0 to 72, with higher being
more severe. This suggests that the data isn’t consistent with clinically meaningful
changes in PASI.

Vitamin D supplementation has little impact on disability rating in people
with multiple sclerosis[3]
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What was studied? RCTs involving people with multiple sclerosis (MS)
supplementing with vitamin D were meta-analyzed. Six trials were included,
involving 331 people with an average starting score of around 3 out of 10 on the
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS).
Why study it? Observational studies have found that people with lower vitamin D
levels have more active relapsing-remitting MS, but the effect of supplementation is
unclear.
What was(n’t) found? Vitamin D supplementation, with or without calcium, had no
statistically significant impact on EDSS score compared to placebo.
How null was it? The results are a mixed bag… literally. The included studies were
very different from each other in important ways, such as doses and dosing
schedules. While the available evidence wasn’t consistent with a large effect, more
evidence would be useful given how different the studies were from each other and
how small each of them was.

Anxiety
An aqueous kava extract didn’t outperform placebo in people with
generalized anxiety disorder[4]
What was studied? The effect of an aqueous extract of dried kava, standardized to
120 milligrams of kavalactones, taken twice a day for 16 weeks in 171 people
diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder.
Why study it? Ethanolic and acetonic extracts of kava can reduce anxiety, but may
also have serious adverse effects, especially on the liver. Aqueous kava extracts
have been less well studied.
What was(n’t) found? Aqueous kava extract didn’t improve the primary outcome of
Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale score compared to placebo.
How null was it? Fairly null for the aqueous extract, since the study was powered
to detect a pretty small difference (≈2.5 points; the scale ranges from 0 to 30, and
the participants’ baseline scores were around 22, indicating mild to moderate
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anxiety). Also the study was preregistered and the primary outcome wasn’t switched
over the course of the study.
Anything else? The kava group experienced significantly more adverse effects
than the placebo group, including worse memory, tremor, and elevated liver damage
markers. However, there were no cases of severe adverse effects in the kava group.

Fat loss
The effects of prebiotics on body weight are unclear[5]
What was studied? RCTs involving prebiotic supplementation in people with
overweight and obesity were meta-analyzed. A total of 12 trials involving 535 people
were included.
Why study it? Animal data has suggested that prebiotics can impact the gut
microbiome and in turn affect weight. However, human studies have been small and
equivocal.
What was(n’t) found? There were no statistically significant improvements in BMI,
body weight, or fat mass compared to placebo.
How null was it? The confidence intervals for body weight and BMI suggest that
the data is consistent with reductions up to 1.2 kilograms and 0.58, respectively.
While this study provides some evidence against large effects on weight, it doesn’t
rule out a more modest impact.
Anything else? Some statistically significant improvements in inflammatory
markers were seen with prebiotic supplementation.

Foods and diet patterns
Dietary interventions showed little benefit for people who survived cancer
[6]
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What was studied? RCTs of people who survived cancer were meta-analyzed. The
population was mostly female, with breast cancer being the most represented form
of cancer. However, trials involving people with mixed-site, colorectal, and
gynecological cancer were also included.
Why study it? Cancer risk is known to be influenced by diet, and dietary guidelines
for cancer prevention exist. However, the effects of dietary changes in people who
have survived a bout of cancer are less clear.
What was(n’t) found? Dietary interventions had no clear effect on risk of dying or
rate of the cancer spreading. Energy intake also didn’t seem to be affected.
How null was it? Not very, since most of the evidence was rated as low or very low
in quality, which implies that more evidence of higher quality could change the
conclusions.

Memory and focus
B vitamin supplementation didn’t outperform placebo in people with mild
cognitive impairment[7]
What was studied? The influence of 500 micrograms of methylcobalamin (vitamin
B12) and 400 micrograms of folic acid daily for two years on 279 people with mild
cognitive impairment. The people in the study were at least 65 years old and tended
to have diseases that can impact blood vessels, such as high blood pressure and
diabetes.
Why study it? Vitamin B12 and folic acid can lower plasma homocysteine levels,
which is associated with cognitive decline.
What was(n’t) found? Supplementation had no clear effect on the primary outcome
of cognitive decline, as measured by the clinical dementia rating scale sum of
boxes.
How null was it? The trial’s placebo group didn’t experience a big change in the
primary outcome over time, which surprised the authors and raises the strong
possibility that this study wasn’t big enough to detect clinically meaningful changes
in cognition, assuming any exist.
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Muscle gain and exercise
Vitamin D supplementation didn’t clearly improve athletes’ muscle
strength[8]
What was studied? RCTs studying the effect of vitamin D supplementation on
athletes’ muscle strength was meta-analyzed. The athletes tended to be vitamin D
insufficient at baseline.
Why study it? Vitamin D levels are associated with muscle health, but the results
from trials testing supplementation’s effects have yielded mixed results.
What was(n’t) found? Although athletes became vitamin D sufficient over the
course of the trials included in this meta-analysis, no clear effect was seen on
overall muscle strength or specific measures like bench-press one-repetition
maximum.
How null was it? The confidence intervals were wide on all metrics, and only 163
athletes were included in the meta-analysis. This means that more trials are needed
to shrink uncertainty and reveal an effect, if there is one.

Vitamins and minerals
Vitamin D didn’t improve muscle strength in people with vitamin D
insufficiency[9]
What was studied? 417 people between 40 and 80 years old with baseline vitamin
D levels around 34 nmol/L (14 ng/mL) were given either placebo or a loading dose
of 100,000 IU vitamin D3 followed by 20,000 IU per week for four months.
Why study it? Low vitamin D levels can cause several musculoskeletal problems
through several plausible mechanisms. Clinical studies to date have used different
dosing regimens and involved different types of people, making meta-analysis hard
and justifying further clinical research.
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What was(n’t) found? No statistically significant effect on any measure of muscle
strength (such as hand grip, hip flexion, and biceps flexion) was found.
How null was it? This should be taken as preliminary evidence, since this was a
substudy of a larger study not designed to test the hypothesis of vitamin D’s impact
on strength. Also, multiple measurements were taken, no primary outcome was
specified, and a specific, non-daily dosing regimen was used.
^ Go back to table of contents
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